Intelligent accessories
Accessories to cover all applications

Aesthetic, intelligent, unique
Lighting at its
most beautiful

Accessories

Automatic lighting has never been so intelligent. And so beautiful.
With its unique shape, harmonic lines and high quality surfaces, the
new LED spotlight theLeda P from Theben represents a new chapter
in automatic lighting control. The special design of the LED panels
also emits light to the sides, additionally illuminating the wall on
which the theLeda P is installed. This aura effect makes its bright
light appear much friendlier and softer. Glare-free, radiant light
instead of a piercing light beam.

Type

Colour

Art.-No.

Corner bracket theLeda P WH

White

9070969**

Corner bracket theLeda P AL

Aluminium

9070970**

Spacer frame theLeda P WH

White

9070971*

Spacer frame theLeda P AL

Aluminium

9070972*

User remote control the Senda S

9070911

Service remote cntrol the Senda P

9070910

Spacer frame*

Intelligent lighting
theLeda P LED spotlights

The LED spotlights not o n l y feature an elegant exterior and a
special light output, but also powerful functions such as an orientation light, protection rating IP55, a dimming function and the
intelligent parallel connection.

Corner bracket**
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* Always included in scope of supply
** Included in scope of supply for P24 & P24L

Versatile
theLeda P is available with or without motion sensor.
With one or two light panels. In white or aluminium colour.
Versatility can be this beautiful.

theLeda P – elegant, powerful, unique
LED spotlight with and without motion detector

Easier to use and install
Safer and more convenient to use
Functions of all theLeda P LED spotlights

Easy
adjustment

Suitable for
ﬂush-mounted
boxes

Simply
rainproof

Spacious
socket

Bright,
glare-free light

LED panel
with ﬂexible
positioning

Functions of all theLeda P LED spotlights with motion sensor

With motion sensor
Type

Light output

Colour

Art.-No.

theLeda P12 WH

900 lm

White

1020941

theLeda P12 AL

900 lm

Aluminium

1020942

theLeda P24 WH

2 x 900 lm

White

1020943

theLeda P24 AL

2 x 900 lm

Aluminium

1020944

Without motion sensor
Type

Light output

Colour

Art.-No.

theLeda P12L WH

900 lm

White

1020741

theLeda P12L AL

900 lm

Aluminium

1020742

theLeda P24L WH

2 x 900 lm

White

1020743

theLeda P24L AL

2 x 900 lm

Aluminium

1020744

theLeda P12L and theLeda P24L
LED spotlight without motion sensor

theLeda P12 and theLeda P24
LED spotlight with motion sensor

- Light output 900 lm for theLeda P12L and
2x 900 lm for theLeda P24L
- Quick wall mounting, large terminal area and push-in socket
- Swivelling and rotating LED panel
- Energy efﬁciency class A+
- IP 55 for outdoor installation

- Large detection area of up to 12 m with 180° detection angle and
creep under protection
- Orientation light, dimming function and self-calculating night
switch-off
- Light output 900 lm for theLeda P12 and
2x 900 lm for theLeda P24
- Quick wall mounting, large terminal area and push-in socket
- Swivelling and rotating LED panel
- Remote controlled via theSenda S and theSenda P
- Energy efﬁciency class A+
- Simple operation through easily accessible potentiometers
- Teach-in function, test function, dimming function
- IP 55 for outdoor installation

Orientation
light

Clever
teach-infunction

Convenient
test function

Manual
switch on

Area limitation
with cover clips

Convenient
creep under
protection

Energy-efﬁcient
night switch-off

Easy to use
remote control

Dimming
function

Intelligent
parallel
connection

